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Introduction

The Medicago genomics community is extremely fortunate to have such a large and growing
body of bioinformatics tools available. For the most part, these resources are represented as
websites of major Medicago and legume research groups. They consist of database and
software tools for organizing, visualizing, and manipulating Medicago genomics information.
Enabling fundamental Medicago genomics research and extending that knowledge to crop
legumes are the principle goals of these efforts. There is little doubt that the many powerful
genomics resources developed for Medicago over the past few years – genome sequence, EST
libraries, microarrays and DNA chips, growing bodies of proteomic and metabolomic results
— all require extensive, logical, and easy to use tools for bioinformatics.
This brief chapter reviews six of the most exciting Medicago websites available today
(Summer 2006). Although non-exhaustive, the chapter does give a flavor of the many
database resources in place for Medicago (and legume) research, including examples of
analysis, query, and visualization tools that can be applied to Medicago and comparative
legume genomics data.
With the Medicago genome sequence underway (a draft expected in late 2006 and the
complete euchromatin sequence two years later), informatic tools to monitor and coordinate
the sequencing effort, to “walk” along the minimum tiling path and sequence assembly, and
intelligently annotate the underlying genes are essential. For EST libraries, query tools that
enable “electronic” Northerns are frequently the focus, and for microarrays and DNA chips,
databases that track array features and integrate that information with the massive image files
generated during hybridization experiments are of principle importance. Comparative
genomics tools are also required in order for scientists to expand beyond Medicago and utilize
genomics resources in the context of other legume species and their own EST libraries,
genetic and physical maps, and (eventually) genome sequences.
It is essential for anyone venturing into the bioinformatic analysis of Medicago genomics data
to remember that as extensive as the resources may appear today, both genomic and
bioinformatic tools are highly dynamic and rapidly evolving. Millions of new base pairs in
genome sequence data are generated each month, functional roles for a growing number of
genes are being described, and knowledge about proteomics and metabolomics is expanding
rapidly. At the same time, strategies to integrate informatics resources more effectively
among multiple sites are evolving. In this chapter, for example, the growing role of shared
web services, including BioMoby models for sharing data and tools among websites, plays a
prominent role. In some cases, development of new models for informatics analysis and
resource sharing started in Medicago. Clearly, things look very promising for research in
Medicago today, in large part, due to the impressive body of informatics tools that are now
available.
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UrMeLDB: The European Medicago Genome Database

Klaus Mayer, Manuel Spannagl, Heiko Schoof
MIPS/IBI Inst. for Bioinformatics, GSF Research Center for Environment and Health,
Ingolstädter Landstr. 1, 85764 Neuherberg; Germany
The
European
Medicago
truncatula
and
legumes
database,
UrMeLDB,
(http://www.urmeldb.net) serves as a comprehensive genome information resource for
Medicago truncatula and legumes.
UrMeLDB integrates data produced within the European Grain Legumes Integrated Project
(GLIP) as well as publicly available Medicago genome sequences from the international
Medicago sequencing initiative. Besides regularly updated Medicago genome sequence
information, UrMeLDB provides access to associated analysis data, generated both by project
partners as well as via the integration of other external annotation and information resources.
The UrMeLDB graphical web interface supports various search, download and data analysis
options and enables browing of database contents. Its flexible architecture is designed to
facilitate integration of new data sources and displays.
Data Content and Sources
UrMeLDB integrates data from both the international Medicago sequencing project and the
European Medicago project. All publicly available Medicago genomic clone data, completed
as well as unfinished, are continiously integrated into UrMeLDB. Annotation of the genomic
sequences involves gene prediction, detection of noncoding genetic elements like transposons,
repeats and RNA genes. Gene prediction is undertaken in tight collaboration with the
International
Medicago
Genome
Annotation
Group
(IMGAG,
http://www.Medicago.org/genome/IMGAG.php) (Town, 2006). UrMeLDB aims to provide
comprehensive, state-of-the-art analysis of Medicago and legume genomic sequences
sequences combined with tools that have been tested and selected for legume-centric analysis.
A special emphasis is put on providing supporting evidence for all features depicted.
Access and Web Query Interface
The UrMeLDB web interface provides three different routes to access the data: browse,
search and download. For genome-oriented visualization and browsing of genetic elements, a
graphical interface, Gbrowse1, has been integrated (Stein et al, 2002). GBrowse displays all
genetic elements in a given region and allows zoom-in views as well as full-text search of
annotations and third party annotation. An important tool for comparative genomics is the
prediction of orthologs between genomes. Within protein coding gene reports, possible
orthologs in other plant species (as well as in fungi, etc) can be extracted from the SIMAP2
database, a matrix containing precomputed homologies of protein sequences. The UrMeLDB
download section (ftp://ftpmips.gsf.de/plants/Medicago/) provides ftp access to various data
downloads. This includes FASTA-formatted DNA sequence collections for all currently
available clone sequences as well as continuously updated data dumps of all current annotated
gene and protein sequences within the Medicago genome. In addition we developed a
sequence export tool that enables downloading of customized, specific sequence datasets,
such as all first introns of all protein-coding genes on selected contigs. Data retrieval formats
are either multiple FASTA or XML.

1
2

http://www.gmod.org/
Similarity Matrix of Proteins, http://mips.gsf.de/proj/simap/
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Furthermore, the UrMeLDB download section provides functionality to create and download
a GAME-XML file for a specified contig and/or coordinate range. The GAME-XML format
is used by the Apollo Genome Browser3, a detailed graphical viewer for genome data with
more flexible interaction possibilities than a browser-based display.
Another route to access UrMeLDB data that is especially useful for machine access, is
directed towards the usage of BioMoby web services (Wilkinson & Links, 2002). Through
BioMoby web services, data from the plant genome resources at MIPS can be directly
accessed from applications, allowing analyses to be performed remotely or included in a web
presentation without the need for a local copy. At the time of writing (July 2006) 17 web
services are available for accessing Medicago data. They can be accessed via the
gbrowse_moby client (mips.gsf.de/cgi-bin/proj/planet/gbrowse/gbrowse_moby).

Figure 1.
UrMeLDB: The European Medicago Genome Database

3

http://www.fruitfly.org/annot/apollo/
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3.
Medicagoo: Searching Medicago resources
http://medicagoo.toulouse.inra.fr/
Jérôme Gouzy1, Thomas Faraut2, Thomas Schiex3
with contributions from Philippe Bardou1,2, Céline Noirot1,3, Yoann Beausse2, Sébastien
Carrere1, Emmanuel Courcelle1, Marie-Josée Cros3, Sylvain Foissac3, Annick Moisan3,
Christine Gaspin3
1. Laboratoire des Interactions Plantes Microorganismes, INRA/CNRS
2. Laboratoire de Génétique Cellulaire, INRA
3. Unité de Biométrie et d'Intelligence Artificielle, INRA, BP 52627, 31326 Castanet Tolosan
Cedex, France
The Medicagoo portal (Medicago.toulouse.inra.fr/) offers an integrated access to M.
truncatula tools and databases, including databases and analysis tools, locally designed for
legumes. The site provides life science researchers with a single web interface facilitating the
analysis and exploitation of Medicago resources.
Medicago truncatula genomics
Protein-coding genes annotation: the site provides a direct access to the annotations for both
M. truncatula and Lotus japonicus BACs. These annotations are produced by the integrated
annotation pipeline based on the EuGène gene-finder and used by the International Medicago
Genome Annotation Group (IMGAG). Users can also submit any DNA sequence for an
immediate integrated analysis of their sequence.
RNA gene annotation: the LeARN resource integrates tools and interfaces covering the
three layers of the ncRNA annotation process (i) a detection and clustering pipeline (ii) a web
interface allowing for interactive annotation of the RNA molecules (iii) a XML database for
storing, analyzing and representing the sequences and their secondary structures. This
database is queryable either from a web server or via BioMoby Web-services (Wilkinson &
Links, 2002).
Comparative genomics
Medicagoo provides a comparative browser, called Narcisse, designed to handle multiorganisms sequence-based maps from whole genomes. In addition to its intrinsic flexibility
and capacity to handle very large datasets Narcisse allows for interactive and multi scale
analysis of sequence conservations. Starting from "dotplots" giving an overview of the
conservation between genomes, it is possible to simply focus on a region to visualize syntenic
conservations at the nucleic acid and protein levels. The current list of species integrated in
the plant version of Narcisse includes Arabidopsis thaliana, rice and Medicago truncatula.
Transcriptomics
Analyzing the transcriptome of M. truncatula is facilitated by the Medicago EST Navigation
System (MENS), which integrates a database of EST clusters and integrated analysis tools for
EST data (Journet et al, 2002). MENS provides a variety of pre-computed analyses and tools
to quickly and thoroughly explore gene function, gene expression and gene families. Most of
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these analyses rely on the prediction of transcript-encoded proteins for 28,657 EST clusters
(among 37,020 overall). Manual annotations are provided for 6,096 of these clusters. For the
remaining ones, a reliable automatic description based on the search of functional or structural
motifs (InterPro) is provided.

Analysis workflows
Emerging web-services technology allows interoperability between multiple distributed
architectures. Medicagoo relies on the services of REMORA (Carrere & Gouzy, 2006), a
web server implemented according to the BioMoby web-service specifications, providing life
science researchers with an easy-to-use workflow generator and launcher, a repository of
predefined workflows and a survey system. The Medicagoo portal uses REMORA workflows
and underlying BioMoby web-services in order to provide access to the IMGAG annotation.

Figure 2.
Medicagoo: Searching Medicago resources at http://medicagoo.toulouse.inra.fr
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EST Analysis and Expression Profiling Software from Bielefeld University

Thomas Bekel1, Kolja Henckel1, Michael Dondrup1, Alexander Goesmann1, Helge
Küster2
1. Bioinformatics Resource Facility, Center for Biotechnology (CeBiTec), Bielefeld
University, D-33594 Bielefeld, Germany
2. Institute for Genome Research, Center for Biotechnology (CeBiTec), Bielefeld University,
D 33594 Bielefeld, Germany
The Bioinformatics Resource Facility (Center for Biotechnology, Bielefeld University) has
been actively involved in the generation of EST-clustering and analysis along with expression
profiling software in the frame of the European Union MEDICAGO
(http://Medicago.toulouse.inra.fr/EU)
and
GRAIN
LEGUMES
(http://www.eugrainlegumes.org) projects. All software tools developed in the course of these
projects can be accessed via the link http://www.cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de/groups/brf/software
and can be launched using standard web browsers. The software tools are connected by a
BRIDGE layer that allows cross-referencing of EST and expression profile data (Goesmann et
al, 2003). Recently, the various tools described here were applied to specify the genetic
program activated in arbuscular mycorrhizal roots of Medicago truncatula (Hohnjec et al,
2006).
SAMS: Sequence Analysis and Management System
The Sequence Analysis and Management System (SAMS) was implemented on the basis of
the GenDB genome annotation system (Meyer et al., 2003). In SAMS, cDNA libraries, cDNA
sequences, bioinformatics tools, tool results, and annotations are modelled in an objectoriented approach. The software was implemented in Perl and a relational MySQL database
was chosen as storage component.
The EST analysis pipeline implemented in SAMS provides a web-based sequence import, and
user-defined quality values can be set as well as parameters that govern vector-clipping.
Before EST sequences are annotated in SAMS, a clustering step is performed that assembles
EST reads into TCs (Tentative Consensus sequences). Although SAMS provides userconfigurable parameters to adjust the outcome of the clustering process, the standard TIGR
(http://www.tigr.org/) parameter set is applied by default.
EST and TC sequences are automatically processed and annotated in SAMS. For annotation,
the Metanor automatic function prediction uses a combination of standard tools such as
BLAST-based sequence comparisons, Hidden Markov model scans and InterPro-based
searches for functional domains. These tools are run automatically on each sequence, leading
to a consistent annotation assigning gene names, gene products, descriptions, functional
categories, and gene ontology numbers to the TC and EST sequences.

SteN: Statistical electronic Northern Blot
The web-based SteN (Statistical electronic Northern) interface integrated into the SAMS
software enables in silico predictions of differential gene expression. An easy setup of queries
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is possible by selecting one of the three states "USE", "DON'T USE" and "IGNORE" for each
library in an EST project. "USE" means that a TC must have at least one EST from this
library, "DON'T USE" specifies that a TC is not allowed to have an EST from this library, and
"IGNORE" means that the library is not considered in the query. Additionally, the logic
operators "AND" or "OR" can be used to combine the selected libraries. The result of the
query is a list with all TCs matching the selected search criteria. In addition, an R-value
(Stekel et al, 2000) is calculated for each TC to provide a statistical assessment for the
reliability of differential gene expression.
ArrayLIMS and EMMA
Integration of expression data can only be achieved via software tools fulfilling two
requirements: (1) the possibility to upload raw data from microarray hybridizations together
with a description of experimental conditions into a central data repository and (2) the
possibility to combine these data sets in order to relate expression profiles obtained in
different experiments. Two databases were set up to fulfill these requirements: an ArrayLIMS
(Laboratory Information Management System) for the storage of data on experimental
conditions and for storing raw data, and the EMMA (EST Meets MicroArrays) software for
data evaluation and data mining.
The ArrayLIMS system requires the user to deliver, in a step-by-step process, all information
that is required by others to replicate a microarray experiment. This approach is essential in
order to comply to the MIAME (Minimal Information ON A Microarray Experiment; Brazma
et al, 2001) standard. In ArrayLIMS, the basic information to be entered relates to the
biological conditions profiled, the material harvested and the exact growth conditions used.
Based on these entries, subsequent steps call for relevant features of the targets isolated from
the biological material profiled, the target labeling, and the microarray hybridizations
performed. In ArrayLIMS, identifiers for the microarrays to be used in a project are stored
and any information entered can be linked to those identifiers. Finally, microarray identifiers
are linked to experimental raw data: tiff-files from microarray scanners and data-files derived
from image processing. Here, the ArrayLIMS system is compatible with commercial
microarray scanners and with the output formats of major commercial image processing
software. As a consequence of multiple uploads from different project participants, a central
database storing information on all hybridizations performed in the frame of the project is
generated.
Subsequent to ArrayLIMS imports, microarray data can be used to set up experiments in
EMMA (Dondrup et al, 2003), a web-based software designed to facilitate data analysis
according to accepted standards for cDNA and 70mer oligonucleotide microarrays. The
EMMA system represents an effort to build a microarray analysis software that simplifies
complex analysis steps and queries of large datasets, while adhering to standards for data
interchange and optimizing the inter-operation with other software. EMMA is written mainly
in Perl with some portions programmed in R or Java. The data repository is implemented
using O2DBI, an object-oriented code generator that significantly simplifies the creation of
complex database applications.
The current release of EMMA includes different pipelines for data normalization, including
global mean normalization, lowess (locally weighted scatter plot smooth) normalization, and
different print-tip based normalizations. Normalized data can be used to run different
significance tests to identify differentially expressed genes, providing one-sided and twosided pipelines for either query. Higher order analyses are supported by hierarchical clustering
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pipelines that display results in Java-applets providing several visualisation options to browse
clustered datasets. All transformed datasets (normalized data, significance tests, hierarchical
clusterings) are stored in a project database and can be downloaded for further analyses. In
addition, keyword-based Google-style queries allow the mining of expression data across
multiple experimental conditions.

Figure 3:
Architecture of the ArrayLIMS/EMMA database. Raw data from microarray scanners and
image processing software are stored in the ArrayLIMS database. From here, data can be
imported into the EMMA software which builds on a MySQL database and an O2DBI object
to database interface. EMMA is connected to the SAMS software for automated EST and TC
annotation. Access to the EMMA databases is controlled by a General Password Management
System (GPMS). EMMA provides different pipelines for data analysis. Results are displayed
as web front ends, and can thus be queried and downloaded using standard web browsers.
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5.
The Legume Information System (LIS): An integrated, dynamic comparative
legume information resource
Gregory D. May, Michael Gonzales, Andrew Farmer, Kamal Gajendran, William D. Beavis
National Center for Genomic Resources (NCGR), 2935 Rodeo Park Drive East,
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87505
Comparative genomics is the comparison and analysis of genomes of different species in
order to gain a better understanding of how species have evolved and to determine gene
function. Clade-oriented information resources such as the Legume Information System (LIS;
Gonzales et al, 2005) offer data and applications enabling comparative genomics approaches
that utilize bioinformatics to leverage genomic information from model and reference
organisms for the benefit of legume researchers.
LIS (www.comparative-legumes.org/) is a publicly accessible legume resource that integrates
molecular and genetic data from phylogenetically diverse legume species enabling crossspecies transcript, genomic and map comparisons. The intent of the LIS is to help researchers
leverage data-rich model plants to fill knowledge gaps across crop legume species and
provide the ability to traverse between interrelated data types.
Transcript data: The LIS “virtual plant” user interface facilitates intuitive navigation of M.
truncatula, Lotus, soybean and Arabidopsis EST and consensus transcript data. Currently, the
sequence import functionality at LIS makes use of NCGR’s computational pipeline, XGI,
which uses a variety of algorithms for sequence pattern recognition, comparison and
annotation (www.ncgr.org/xgi) and can handle genomic, EST or ORF sequence data types.
Pipeline analyses include: BLASTX searches against NCBI non-redundant protein library;
BLASTN and TBLASTX searches against related transcript libraries (Benson et al, 2004;
Altschul et al, 1990; Altschul et al, 1997); BLIMPS (Henikoff et al, 1994) search against
Blocks+ protein motif database (Henikoff et al, 2000); searches with the 12 InterProScan
algorithms (Zdobnov 2001) against the InterPro database (Mulder et al, 2003); identification
of signal peptides for extracellular secretion with PexFinder, an algorithm based on SignalP
2.0 (Bendtsen et al, 2004); and GenScan (Burge et al, 1997) for gene prediction in genomic
sequences. The automated post-analysis annotation links BLAST and Blocks+ hits to their
cognate Gene Ontology entries (Ashburner et al, 2000) and InterPro hits are automatically
linked to GO annotations.
Genome data: The XGI genomic pipeline (XGIg) processes LIS genomic data. LIS does not
assembly genomics data, but instead uploads data from GenBank as provided by the genome
sequencing centers. The Comparative Functional Genomics Browser (CFGB) provides
visualization of comparative genomics analysis results including alignment of transcript data
within genomic contigs. CFGB also enables dynamic visualization of comparative alignments
between genomic contigs through zooming, panning and sorting functions.
Map data: LIS incorporates a CMap-based viewer (www.gmod.org/cmap) that provides
users with detailed sequence and annotation viewing through a custom sequence viewing
module developed for LIS. CMap provides LIS users access to, where available, the genetic
and physical maps of Medicago, soybean and Phaseolus. Currently, all SoyBase
(http://soybase.agron.iastate.edu/) curated linkage map data have been uploaded and
incorporated into CMap. For comparative analyses, a map is selected from the database for
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use as a reference map. Other maps can be subsequently added so that alignments relative to
the selected reference map can be compared.
Future implementations of LIS will utilize semantic web services to traverse between data
types, allowing users to follow phenotype through to genetic maps onto annotated genome
sequence and linkage groups of other species.
The Legume Information System, a component of the Model Plant Initiative (MPI), is
developed by the National Center for Genome Resources in cooperation with the USDA
Agricultural Research Service. To acknowledge or reference LIS: The Legume Information
System (LIS): an integrated information resource for comparative legume biology. Nucleic
Acids Research, 2005, Vol. 33, Database issue D660-D665.

Figure 4a.
Comparative Functional Genomics Browser (see next page for legend)
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Figure 4b.
Comparative Functional Genomics Browser. CFGB facilitates visualization of results of
genomics analyses, including comparative transcript data, with gene-sequences aligned to
genomic contigs. In this example, regions of the genome where syntenic relationships exist
between Medicago and soybean, the annotated genomic sequence from Medicago can be
leveraged to identify candidate genes using the LIS implementation of CMap.
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MtDB and medicago.org

Ernest F. Retzel, John Crow, James E. Johnson, Timothy Kunau
Center for Computational Genomics and Bioinformatics, University of Minnesota , 420
Delaware St SE, Mayo MC43 , Minneapolis, MN 55455
Medicago.org and MtDB are two related resources specializing in data from Medicago
genomics projects. Medicago.org was designed to: 1) accommodate Medicago genome research
projects; 2) present an interface to the data from the legume gene discovery projects, and 3)
present a mechanism to distribute core genomic annotation data under the Distributed
Annotation System [DAS] (Dowell et al, 2001) via an Ensembl database (Birney et al, 2003).
Other than describing this DAS reference server, the genome browser project will not be
discussed here. In addition to the University of Minnesota genome browser, there are multiple
instantiations of automatically-annotated Medicago genome data both in the United States and
in Europe, many of which are discussed elsewhere in this chapter. Beyond general pages and
the extensive medicago.org/genome site, which documents the genome sequencing effort, an
RNAi database is also maintained at medicago.org/rnai, displaying results of a Medicago root
RNAi project.
MtDB (Lamblin et al) has defined its mission as providing a biologist-oriented interface to the
gene discovery resources available for Medicago as well as for the other legume EST projects.
In particular, we felt it was important to provide a flexible interface to this data from which
biology-based users could easily refine their queries in order to address information gathered
from other resources. The initial resource had a fairly flexible web-based interface, but
required building custom web pages for each new species that was included. As the EST
projects expanded beyond Medicago, soybean and Lotus japonicus to smaller projects, it
became obvious that we would need a more flexible database, and a more extensible interface.
The Nimbus data model [manuscript in preparation] was designed with an eye to
maintainability, ease of use, and the ability to be extended to different species and different
features.
MtDB resources. One of the features of MtDB is that it is built on nightly-updated data
resources. These data sets include GenBank and its included Taxonomy Database (Benson et
al, 2006; Wheeler et al, 2006), UniProt, TAIR peptides (Rhee et al, 2003), Pfam (Bateman et
al, 2004), TigrFams (Haft et al, 2003), SMART protein families (Letuni et al, 2004; Ponting
et al, 1999), Gene Ontology (Harris et al, 2004), and Kegg data (Kanehisa et al, 2004). The
inclusion of these databases and their linkage to MtDB by similarity searches and HMMs
helps create the underpinnings of some of the user-focused resources available to users of
MtDB.
Interoperability. One of the new directions for MtDB and its related resources is the
blossuming development of semantic BioMoby services [http://biomoby.org]. This work was
begun as a collaboration of the Center for Computational Genomics and Bioinformatics
[CCGB] with the Legume Information System (Gonzales et al, 2005), and is part of an effort
to begin to make distributed data and compute resources inter-operable. The intent of these
developments is to provide annotations and computational services to individuals and other
annotation services in a web-services-accessible fashion. Remote queries can be fulfilled,
operations performed and data returned in a structured format compatible with http protocols.
In the future, our intent is that, while the web interface will still be maintained, the ability to
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integrate information on demand into larger efforts will be the primary utilization of
annotation resources.
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The Medicago truncatula Genome Sequencing Website: medicago.org/genome

Steven Cannon, Shelley Wang, Jay Vasdewani, Ethalinda Cannon, Ben Chacko, Joann
Mudge, Atif Ahmed, Min Wang, Roxanne Denny, Bing-Bing Wang, Nevin Young
Department of Plant Pathology, 495 Borlaug Hall, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN
55108
The medicago.org/genome website acts as an organizational center for the Medicago
truncatula genome sequencing initiative. Originally created to assist sequencing centers
engaged in the Medicago sequencing effort, the site now provides a wide array of tools for
biologists interested in utilizing the Medicago genome sequence. The site is built upon a
comprehensive MySQL relational database that contains nearly all genome sequence-related
data generated in the course of the sequencing project. The site is useful to anyone working in
the field of Medicago genomics and is especially helpful to scientists interested in positional
gene cloning in Medicago. The site can be accessed directly or through medicago.org (E.
Retzel et al, this chapter), with both sites located together at the University of Minnesota. As
a resource for comparative genomics, medicago.org/genome also provides strategic links to
the Legume Information System (LIS) at the National Center for Genomic Research (NCGR).
The medicago.org/genome site maintains the sequencing project’s registry where centers
register the BAC clones they are sequencing, including a queue of newly chosen BACs
selected for future sequencing. This registry keeps track of comments and anomalies
associated with individual BACs. The site contains tools for dynamically viewing the most
up-to-date genome sequence assembly, summary statistics about the sequencing initiative and
the M. truncatula genome, graphical access to the composite genetic map of Medicago, plus a
variety of query and sequence alignment (Blast) tools. The site acts as a convenient portal to
many other Medicago sequencing and genomics websites through a comprehensive set of
context sensitive pull-down menus. Finally, the site provides convenient access to IMGAG
(International Medicago Genome Annotation Group) gene annotation. Nearly all tabular and
sequence data at Medicago.org/genome are available in both html and download (text) format.
Blast tools at medicago.org/genome include the innovative “CViT” suite of software (E.
Cannon et al). CViT makes it possible to view the sequence positions of multiple Blast hits
against a backdrop of the current genome sequence assembly. The site’s Assembly browser
tool is a Java applet that graphically displays the minimum tiling path of sequenced BACs,
organized into sequence contigs. Where possible, these contigs are joined together into
scaffolds/supercontigs through cases of paired BAC ends or other types of physical data.
Mousing over the assembly displays information about the underlying BAC, while context
sensitive pull-down menus enable drilling down for additional information and relevant links.
Still another query tool enables users to identify the next best BAC clone(s) for chromosome
walking in regions where the sequencing project has not yet progressed.
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Figure 4.
Features of medicago.org/genome website.
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